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1. Introduction
The castrum of Basilia/Basel (CH) is located in the cen-
tre of present-day Basel on the Münsterhügel, which it-
self is located 40 m above the Rhine to the northeast
and the Birsig valley to the southwest (Fig. 1). The
Münsterhügel is thus situated at an important land and
water junction (ASAL 2017, 33; DESCHLER-ERB 2011,
1221; LANZICHER 2017, 70). The fortification of the cas-
trum was built between AD 270 and 280/285 and encom-
passed the entire Münsterhügel (ASAL N.D., 290 ff.).

Figure 1: Red dot: Basel (CH), Blue dot: Warsaw (POL). Overview of
the Late Roman settlement findings of Basel Münsterhügel. 1-7: Wall
and ditch, 8: South gate, 9: Tower, 10-14: Streets,15-17; 20-21; 23-
26; 29; 30-31: Buildings, 18: horreum, 19: Craft sector, 22: Various
traces of settlement, 27: Presumed access road, 28: Agricultural use,
32: Well, 34: Bridge-head, 37: Location of the coin die (St. Alban-
Graben 5-7, 1999/6) (ASAL 2017, Abb. 219).

The coin die presented here was found in the southeast-
ern forefield of the castrum during excavations in 1999 (St.
Alban-Graben 5+7, 1999/6) (Fig. 1, No. 37). Late Roman
buildings in this area are not known, despite a large num-
ber of finds from this period. In particular, the high number
of late Roman coin finds are comparable in their distribu-
tion to other late Roman sites (e.g. Castrum Rauracense
and Vindonissa). Therefore, the area outside the castrum
can be explained by settlement activity, suggesting a sub-
urbium (ASAL N.D.).

2. Archaeological context
The coin die was embedded in a gravel layer and thus be-
longs to an unclosed context. Nevertheless, the layer can
be dated by a coin of Valentinianus II with a T.P.Q. of 378
AD. Therefore the late Constantinian coin die is a residual
find.

3. The coin die
The heavily corroded iron coin die has a cylindrical shape
with a spike at its base (length 66 mm, diam. 16-18 mm,

diam. engraved zone 10-13 mm, weight 35.8 g (Fig. 2).
The original surface is not preserved, but the visible traces
are still clear enough to recognize the FEL TEMP REPA-
RATIO / falling horseman type, especially on the positive
silicone impression (Fig. 3). The small diameter and the
slightly off-center position of the engraved zone speak for
an unofficial die, used for imitations (Fig. 4). Official re-
duced FEL TEMP REPARATIO / falling horseman coins
of ca AD 353-358 are not smaller than ca 16 mm .

Figure 2: The coin die. Scale 2:1 (Photo: Philippe Sauerbeck, ABBS).

Figure 3: 3D-Scan of the positive silicon impression from the surface.
(Scan: M. Camenzind).

4. Constantinian bronze imitations and
the Basel coin die

Constantinian unofficial imitations of bronze coins are a
well-known and widespread phenomenon especially in the
north-western provinces. Without entering into the old
discussion of whether these coinages were officially tol-
erated or simply private forgeries (although we prefer the
latter interpretation considering the harsh respective pro-
visions within Late Roman legislation), the unofficial pro-
duction of small change was due to a demand, which the
official mints could not fully satisfy (WIGG-WOLF 2004;
PILON 2016). The high level of imitations in the north-
western provinces especially in the years 330-348 and to a
lesser extent ca 353-358 give evidence of a dynamic mon-
etary circulation. The production of small FEL TEMP
REPARATIO / falling horseman imitations is typical for
regions with an ongoing need for small change after the
deep impact of the crisis after Magnentius’ usurpation (AD

350–353) and the following barbaric incursions, which had
interrupted supply from the official mints for years.

Figure 4: Imitation of the FEL TEMP REPARATIO / falling horseman
type. Scale 6:1 (Photo: Susanne Schenker, Augusta Raurica).

5. Discussion
Roman coin dies from known archaeological contexts are
rare finds because they usually were carefully disposed to
prevent any further use. Therefore, the Basel coin die is a
welcome addition to the corpus. However, it is an unoffi-
cial minting tool, which at least testifies a need for small
change in mid-4th century Basilia, in an obviously dy-
namic economic setting. Although FEL TEMP REPARA-
TIO / falling horseman type imitations are not uncommon
in the region, especially among the numerous coin finds
from nearby Kaiseraugst (Castrum Rauracense) (Fig. 4),
coins which were struck with the Basel coin die have so far
not yet been recorded.
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